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DVD 232.9 D
2006
Da Vinci's code [videorecording] / National Geographic; producer/writer, Amy Doyle.
National Geographic travels the world to uncover evidence to support and refute the claims of the
best-selling title and in addition interviews other conspiracy theorists that believe Jesus' descendants
walk the Earth today.
DVD 232.9 F
2009
From Jesus to Christ [videorecording]: the first Christians / a Frontline coproduction with InVision
Productions, Ltd.; WGBH Boston; WTVS Detroit; WPBT Miami; WNET New York, and KCTS Seattle;
written and produced by Marilyn Mellowes; senior producer and director, William Cran.
Explore the life of Jesus and the movement he started, challenging familiar assumptions and
conventional notions about the origins of Christianity. Drawing upon new and sometimes controversial
historical evidence and interviews with the nation's leading New Testament scholars, the series
transports the viewer back two thousand years to the time and place where Jesus once lived and
preached.
DVD 333.95 B
2012
Born to be wild [videorecording] / Warner Bros. Pictures and IMAX Filmed Entertainment presents;
produced by Drew Fellman; written by Drew Fellman; directed by David Lickley.
A short, nature documentary that examines the lives of orphaned orangutans and elephants because
of poaching and habitat encroachment and follows the efforts of individuals who work to rescue,
rehabilitate, and return these animals to the wild.
DVD 576.8 W
2010
What Darwin never knew [videorecording] / a Nova/WGBH production; produced by Matthew Barrett,
John Rubin, and Sarah Holt; written by John Rubin; directed by John Rubin, Rushmore Denooyer,
Serena Davies, and Sarah Holt.
The source of the earth's great variety of animals was a scientific mystery until Charles Darwin
proposed the idea of natural selection. Nova presents breakthroughs in a new science nicknamed
"evo devo" that are linking the enigma of origins to another of nature's mysteries, the development of
embryos.
DVD 613.7 Y
2010
YOGA MELTDOWN [videorecording] / directed and produced by Andrea Ambandos.
Presents two thirty-minute workouts at two levels that sculpt the body and burn calories.
DVD 629.133 L
2011
Legends of flight [videorecording] / a production of Jetliner Films Inc. in association with K2
Communications; in association with the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum; produced by
Pietro L. Serapiglia; directed by Stephen Low.
Take a seat and strap yourself in for the thrilling flights of these amazing airplanes in some of the
most breathtaking sequences ever seen. You will see the first public flight of the massive, but superefficient Airbus A380 at the 2007 Paris Air Show and the first flight of the smaller, even more efficient
787, the first-ever carbon fiber airliner that made its maiden flight in 2009. This unique cinematic
experience shows how the 787 might affect the next 100 years of aeronautical design.
DVD 636.1 H
2010
Horses [videorecording]: the story of Equus / Australian Film Finance Corp.; MBP; Mullion Creek &
Beyond; producers, Liz Butler, Michael Caulfield; written and directed by Michael Caulfield.
Explores the lives and qualities of three remarkable equines. The horses, followed from their first
wobbly steps to their hoof-pounding moments of challenge, triumph, and even heroism, are the
Chestnut, trained to be a racehorse; the Bay, on his way to a career as a movie stunt horse; and the
Black, driven by circumstance and his indomitable spirit to seek a herd in the wild.

DVD 787.21 I
2004
Introduction to violin [videorecording]: for beginners / [by Jim Tolles].
Introduces the fundamentals of playing the violin, from tuning and playing positions to different styles.
DVD 799.2 M
2006
Mega bucks 11 [videorecording]: the 'H' factor (The human factor).
Experience 26 hunts from across the nation.
DVD 818 B
2011
The best of The Dean Martin variety show. 1 [videorecording] / NBC; producer, Greg Garrison;
writers, Harry Crane...[et al.]; directors, Greg Garrison...[et al.].
A digitally remastered and restored collection of classic skits and stand-up from Dean Martin's variety
show. Contains episodes 0021, originally aired Feb. 3, 1966; 0002, Sept. 23, 1965; 0803, Sept. 14,
1967; and 427, originally aired Apr. 3, 1969.
DVD 921 P459
2012
Katy Perry the movie [videorecording]: part of me / Insurge Pictures presents; an Image
Entertainment, Perry, Direct Management Group production; in association with AEG Live and EMI
Music North America; produced by Brian Grazer...[et al.]\; directed by Dan Cutforth and Jane Lipsitz.
Katy Perry is living proof that if you just be yourself, you can be anything. Get an inside look into the
real Katy Perry and find out how this regular California girl with big dreams became one of the biggest
stars in the world.
DVD 921 R974
2005
Reverse of the curse of the Bambino [videorecording] / Home Box Office; a presentation of HBO
Sports; produced and edited by George Roy; written by Steven Stern.
In 1918 the Boston Red Sox won their fifth World Series, thanks in great part to a young pitching and
hitting sensation from the slums of Baltimore, named George Herman Ruth, a.k.a. The Babe, or The
Bambino. A year later, after not advancing to the playoffs, Red Sox owner Harry Frazee sold the
Babe to the New York Yankees. In turn, the Bronx Bombers went on to win an incredible 26 World
Series titles. The Sox finally won a Series in 2004, and the stories of their die-hard, long-suffering
fans are told with insight and humor. This film focuses on the joy and shock of those fans who lived to
see the breaking of the infamous "Curse of the Bambino."
DVD 940.54 G V. 1
2001
Great battles of the Pacific [videorecording]: fury in the Pacific.
DVD 973.33 C
2007
Cowpens [videorecording]: a battle remembered / an original National Park Service film; produced by
Great Divide Pictures.
DVD ADVE
2008
The adventures of Baron Munchausen [videorecording] / Columbia Pictures presents a Prominent
Features/Laura Film production; a Terry Gilliam film; screenplay by Charles McKeown & Terry
Gilliam; produced by Thomas Schuhly; directed by Terry Gilliam.
The amazing journeys of Baron von Munchausen, who sets sail in a hot air balloon in search of his
old comrades-at-arms with the object of saving a European city from the superior forces of a Turkish
sultan.
DVD AVEN
2012
Marvel's The Avengers [videorecording] / Marvel Studios presents; association with Paramount
Pictures; a Marvel Studios presentation; a Joss Wheden film; directed by Joss Whedon; screenplay
by Joss Whedon; produced by Kevin Feige.
Nick Fury of S.H.I.E.L.D. brings together a team of superhumans to form The Avengers to help save
the Earth from Loki and his army.

DVD BASI
2001
Basic instinct [videorecording] / Tri-Star Pictures; a Carolco/Le Studio Canal+ production; written by
Joe Eszterhas; produced by Alan Marshall; directed by Paul Verhoeven.
A woman becomes a prime suspect when her boyfriend is brutally murdered, a crime she had
described in her latest novel. The detective investigating the murder soon becomes embroiled in the
case that could cost him his life.
DVD BEST
2012
The best exotic Marigold Hotel [videorecording] / Fox Searchlight Pictures presents; in association
with Participant Media and Imagenation Abu Dhabi; a Blueprint Pictures production; produced by
Graham Broadbent, Pete Czernin; screenplay, Ol Parker; directed by John Madden.
When seven cash-strapped seniors decide to 'outsource' their retirement to a resort in far-off India,
friendship and romance blossom in the most unexpected ways.
DVD BODY
2004
Body double [videorecording] / Columbia Pictures; produced and directed by Brian De Palma.
A house-sitting actor finds himself obsessed with his beautiful neighbor. When she is brutally
murdered, he engages the unwitting key to the crime, porn queen Holly Body, to help him catch the
killer.
DVD BOOK
2001
Book of shadows [videorecording]: Blair Witch 2 / Artisan Entertainment presents a Joe Berlinger
Film.
After spending a night in the Black Hills of Burkittsville, Maryland, four young fans of the original Blair
Witch movie descend into a nightmare realm of murder, madness and perception-bending
supernatural horror.
DVD CARY
2006
The Cary Grant box set [videorecording] / Columbia Pictures.
Holiday: An iconoclastic young man engaged to a snooty heiress discovers he's really in love with his
fiancee's down-to-earth sister.
Only angels have wings: Story of the men working for a South American mail and freight business in
the 1930s. They are trying to win a lucrative government contract to carry mail, and must perform
satisfactorily despite bad weather, injuries, poor cash flow and a woman trying to win the boss's heart.
The talk of the town: A suspected murderer hides out with an unsuspecting professor and his
landlady, and tries to convince the legal-minded professor there is a human side to all laws. To further
complicate matters, the young woman falls in love with both men.
His girl Friday: A newspaper editor and his ex-wife star reporter exchange verbal insults in his effort to
keep her on the job by offering her a prison story scoop.
The awful truth: One of the best "screwball" comedies of the thirties, in which a separated couple do
their best to spoil one another's love affair while awaiting their divorce.
DVD CASU
2003
Casual sex? [videorecording] / a Jascat production, a Genevieve Robert film; producers, Ilona
Herzberg, Sheldon Kahn; screenplay writers, Wendy Goldman, Judy Toll; director, Genevieve Robert.
Determined to develop a meaningful relationship with a man who's not afraid to make a commitment,
the ready-for-anything Stacy and her somewhat repressed friend, Melissa, decide to take a vacation
at a plush health resort. With high hopes, they embark on a quest to track down Mr. Perfect.
DVD CONG
2006
Congo [videorecording] / Paramount Pictures; a Kennedy/Marshal production; screenplay by John
Patrick Shanley; produced by Kathleen Kennedy and Sam Mercer; directed by Frank Marshall.
An expedition to return a gorilla to Africa and find the Lost City of Zinj and its diamond mines
encounters a variety of dangers.

DVD CULT
2003
Cult classics. Collection 2 [videorecording].
Dementia 13: Francis Ford Coppola's directorial debut about an axe murderer running amok in
Ireland. A death on a lake prefigures a famous scene in The Godfather Part III (1974).
Frozen alive: A scientists experiments with suspended animation and becomes the prime suspect
when his wife is murdered.
The screaming skull: A newly married couple finds screaming skulls around their house. The horror
mounts as the ghost of the husband's first wife appears.
Jessie James meets Frankenstein's daughter: Sci-fi western finds the famous bank robber in the
midst of experiments by a descendent of Dr. Frankenstein's.
DVD CURS
2007
Curse of the golden flower [videorecording] / Beijing New Picture Film Co.; EDKO Film Ltd.; Elite
Group Enterprises; Film Partner International.
China, Later Tang Dynasty, 10th Century. On the eve of the Chong Yang Festival, golden flowers fill
the Imperial Palace. The Emperor returns unexpectedly with his second son, Prince Jai. His pretext is
to celebrate the holiday with his family, but given the chilled relations between the Emperor and the
ailing Empress, this seems disingenuous. For many years, the Empress and Crown Prince Wan, her
stepson, have had an illicit liaison. Feeling trapped, Prince Wan dreams of escaping the palace with
his secret love Chan, the Imperial Doctor's daughter. Meanwhile, faithful son Prince Jai, grows
worried over the Empress's health and her obsession with golden chrysanthemums. The Emperor
harbors equally clandestine plans and the Imperial Doctor is the only one privy to his machinations.
When the Emperor senses a looming threat, he relocates the doctor's family from the Palace to a
remote area. They are attacked by mysterious assassins and Chan and her mother are forced back
to the palace. Their return sets off a tumultuous sequence of dark surprises. Amid the glamour and
grandeur of the festival, ugly secrets are revealed. As the Imperial Family continues its elaborate
charade in a palatial setting, thousands of golden armored warriors charge the palace.
DVD DREA
2007
Dreamkeeper [videorecording] / directed by Steve Barron; written by John Fusco; produced by
Matthew O'Connor, Ron McLeod; produced in association with RTL Television (Germany); Hallmark
Entertainment Productions, LLC.
An elderly Lakota storyteller asks his grandson to drive him from his home on the Pine Ridge Indian
Reservation to a powwow in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Along the way, he regales the troubled
teenager with Native American folklore drawn from many different tribes.
DVD FLIC
2010
Flicka 2 / Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment presents; produced by Connie Dolphin; written
by Jen Robinson; directed by Michael Damian.
Carrie is a big-city teenager whose life is turned upside down when she moves to a horse ranch to
live with her father. Everything changes when she meets Flicka, a jet black mustang who is just as
free-spirited and strong-willed as she is.
DVD HAUN
2001
Haunted [videorecording] / Lumiere Pictures presents a Double "A" Pictures and American Zoetrope
production; screenplay by Tim Prager, Robert Kellett and Lewis Gilbert; produced by Lewis Gilbert
and Anthony Andrews; directed by Lewis Gilbert.
When David Ash investigates a haunting at an isolated country manor, strange and horrifying
occurrences lead him to first doubt his convictions and then his sanity.
DVD HYST
2012
Hysteria [videorecording] / Sony Pictures Classics; an Informant Media & Forthcoming Films
production, in association with Beachfront Films and Chimera Films; story & screenplay by Stephen
Dyer, Jonah Lisa Dyer; produced by Sarah Curtis, Judy Cairo, Tracey Becker; directed by Tanya
Wexler.
In 1880 London, a young doctor who sets out to find a medical cure for "hysteria" in women invents
the electro-mechanical vibrator.

DVD I
2009
I love you, Beth Cooper [videorecording] / Fox Atomic presents a 1492 Pictures production; a Chris
Columbus film; produced by Michael Barnathan, Chris Columbus, Mark Radcliffe; screenplay by Larry
Doyle; directed by Chris Columbus.
When Denis, the geekiest guy in high school, proclaims his love for super-popular Beth Cooper
during his valedictorian speech, everyone is speechless. But the real shock comes that night when
Beth shows up at Denis's house with her two best friends to show him how the cool kids party. Beth
decides to show him the best night of his life.
DVD INDI
2002
Indian summer [videorecording] / Touchstone Pictures presents an Outlaw Production; director &
writer, Mike Binder; producers, Jeffrey Silver & Robert Newmyer.
A heartwarming comedy about eight friends who reunite at their summer camp after twenty years.
DVD K
2002
K-19 [videorecording]: the widowmaker / Paramount Pictures and Intermedia Films present a National
Geographic/Palomar Pictures, First Light/IMF production; producers, Kathryn Bigelow, Joni
Sighvatsson, Christine Whitaker, Edward S. Feldman; screenplay writers, Christopher Kyle, Louis
Nowra; director, Kathryn Bigelow.
Captain Vostrikov, a Russian naval officer has being given command of the Soviet Union's first
nuclear submarine, K-19, at the height of the Cold War in 1961. The vessel's executive officer
Captain Polenin asserts that the flagship is not yet ready for deployment. But, political pressure forces
Vostrikov to sail his crew into the North Atlantic anyway, for a missile fire test that serves as a
warning to the U.S. The test is a success, but a leak in the K-19's cooling system soon threatens the
nuclear payload.
DVD LOVE
2005
Love, Ludlow [videorecording] / Washington Square Films; produced by Amy Hobby and Joshua
Blum; screenplay by David L. Paterson; directed by directed by Adrienne Weiss.
When Myra agrees to date the charming but vulnerable Reggie, her eccentric brother Ludlow sets out
to destroy the budding relationship, forcing Myra to finally take charge of her own life.
DVD MARG
2011
Margin call [videorecording] / Roadside Attractions; Benaroya Pictures and Myriad Pictures present a
Before the Door production; in association with Washington Square Films, Untitled Entertainment and
Sakonnet Capital Partners; executive producers, Anthony Gudas, Michael Corso, Rose Ganguzza,
Joshua Blum, Kirk D'Amico, Randy Manis, Cassian Elwes, Laura Rister ; producer, Joe Jenckes;
produced by Robert Ogden Barnum, Corey Moosa, Michael Benaroya, Neal Dodson, Zachary Quinto;
written and directed by J.C. Chandor.
Who cares about the suffering--existential, financial, or other--of those who blindly mismanaged our
monies into this ever-expanding, nay, verily bottomless pit of debt? No one, but this film may help
viewers understand A) the birth of current financial woes, and B) what it might have been like, in
those first few hours within the confines of an early investment trading firm casualty. Fueled by a
mass layoff, a thumb drive, and a rocket-scientist-cum-analyst who really understands the numbers,
the last night of good times on Wall Street unfolds as rung by rung, up the executive ladder, travels
news that is -- apocalyptic. For viewers who still have no idea of how 2008's meltdown happened, this
film is one fiction that will make it ever so much more real.
DVD MONT
2006
Monty Python's flying circus [DVD] Terry Gilliam's personal best.
A collection of Terry Gilliams animated shorts from the television program Monty Python's flying
circus.

DVD MONT
2006
Monty Python's flying circus. Terry Jones' personal best [videorecording] / selected, written and
performed by Terry Jones; produced by John Goldstone; Python (Monty) Pictures Limited; A&E
Television Networks.
Some of the best of Terry Jones' sketches from the Monty Python television program, selected by
Terry Jones himself.
DVD MONT
2005
Monty Python's flying circus. Eric Idle's personal best [videorecording] / Python (Monty) Pictures
Limited; A & E Television Networks; written by Graham Chapman, John Cleese, Terry Gilliam, Eric
Idle, Terry Jones and Michael Palin.
Eric Idle, the outrageously successful actor, writer, composer, director, producer, and Broadway
impresario has gathered what he considers to be the very best Monty Python material of the entire
four-year run and squeezed it into one convenient package.
DVD MURD
2006
Murder ahoy [videorecording] / [presented by] Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; produced by Laurence P.
Bachmann; screenplay by David Pursall and Jack Seddon; directed by George Pollock.
Miss Marple navigates treacherous waters to catch a maritime killer! One of Britannia's ships is
manned by a crew of delinquents trying to build new lives. But it's their old lives that figure in this
cunning mystery: someone aboard ship wants to hone the ruffians' natural bent for crime by turning
them into expert thieves. And that someone will kill to keep the plot secret.--Container
DVD MURD
2006
Murder she said [videorecording] / [presented by] Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; produced by George Brown;
screenplay by David Pursall and Jack Seddon; directed by George Pollock.
Who's that in the frilly cap and apron, toting the tea tray? Not a pert French maid, but spinster sleuth
Miss Marple in disguise. And it's not Darjeeling that's caught her interest: it's murder! ... Comfily
ensconced in her railway carriage, Miss Marple sees a strangulation aboard a passing train, then
follows a trail of baffling clues to a manor house inhabited by a quarrelsome family. There she takes
a job as a domestic, discovers the strangled body, and is on the spot when the culprit strikes again.
But no murderer is a match for Miss Marple.--Container
DVD MURD
2006
Murder most foul [videorecording] / Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents a Lawrence P. Bachmann
production; produced by Ben Arbeid; screenplay by David Pursall and Jack Seddon; directed by
George Pollock.
The Cosgood Players are knocking 'em dead. No matter what's on the playbill, the shabby repertory
company seems to specialize in mysteries as members of the troupe shuffle off this mortal coil in
alarmingly rapid succession. Luckily, the Players have a detective in the cast : the newest (if not quite
ing*enue) thespian, the redoutable Miss Marple.--Container
DVD MY
2008
My man Godfrey [videorecording] / Universal Pictures; directed by Gregory La Cava.
A scatterbrained socialite hires a vagrant as a family butler ... but there's more to Godfrey than meets
the eye.
DVD THIR
2002
Thir13en ghosts [videorecording] / Warner Bros. Pictures and Columbia Pictures present; a Dark
Castle Entertainment production; producers, Gilbert Adler, Joel Silver, Robert Zemeckis; screenplay
writers, Neal Marshall Stevens, Richard D'Ovidio; director, Steve Beck.
After a tragedy strikes, a family discovers that the home they've inherited from an eccentric uncle is
inhabited by sinister phantoms. Once the 12 ghosts are unlocked from the basement of the house,
there is only the need for one more fresh ghost to fulfil an evil prophesy. Which member of the family
will it be?

DVD TROU
2003
The trouble with angels [videorecording] / Columbia Pictures Corporation presents; produced by
William Frye; screenplay by Blanche Hanalis; directed by Ida Lupino.
Two mischievous students turn convent school upside down with their pranks. During Christmas
break, Mary remains at the school and is touched by the Sisters' celebration of the Yule. Their
graduation is both a relief and a celebration for the Mother Superior.
DVD UNTO
2004
The untouchables [videorecording] / Paramount Pictures presents an Art Linson production, a Brian
De Palma film; produced by Art Linson; written by David Mamet ; directed by Brian De Palma.
A larger-than-life depiction of Al Capone, the warlord who ruled Prohibition-era Chicago ... and Eliot
Ness, the law enforcer who vowed to bring him down. In this classic confrontation between good and
evil, Ness learns, with the help of a cop named Malone, how to beat the mob by shooting fast and
shooting first.
DVD WOMA
2002
Woman on top [videorecording] / Fox Searchlight Pictures; directed by Fina Torres; written by Vera
Blasi ; produced by Alan Poul.
Isabella is a gorgeous chef who melts the palates and hearts of men everywhere. When she decides
to break free from her rocky marriage and move to San Francisco, she discovers the perfect recipe
for coming out on top, her own hit cooking show. But then her ex-husband comes to town, shaking
her world again.
DVD WOME
2002
The women [videorecording] / Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; produced by Hunt Stromberg; screenplay by
Anita Loos and Jane Murfin; directed by George Cukor.
Mary Haines (Norma Shearer) loses her husband to ruthless Crystal Allen (Joan Crawford) who is
aided and abetted by Sylvia Fowler (Rosalind Russell) whose own spouse has taken up with another
woman. In Reno, in the throes of divorce, all wage war on one another.
J DVD 567.9 K
2011
Kids @ discovery. Dino world! [videorecording] / Exploration Production, Inc.
"Learn about different types of dinosaurs and how they lived, and the debate behind what caused
dino extinction. See how massive dinosaur museum replicas are constructed and learn how to
discover dinosaur fossils at home"--Cover.
J DVD 590 K
2011
Kids @ discovery. Creepy creatures! [videorecording] / producer, Ken MacNeil; Exploration
Production, Inc. in association with Discovery Channel.
"Dispel the ancient myths of slithering snakes and spooky soaring bats! Learn how they see, smell,
eat, and protect themselves. See why hairless mole rats have earned the title as ugliest animal and
what creates the hiss in Madagascar hissing cockroaches. Spiders, tarantulas, and frogs round out
[the program]"--Container.
J DVD 591.77 K
2010
Kids @ discovery. Big fins! [videorecording].
Deep within the world's masses of sea and fresh water lies a unique and mysterious world. These
waters are inhabited by some of the most feared and endangered animal species. Observe the
elements threatening the stellar sea lions and the unorthodox patterns and behavior of the lovable
beluga whale.
J DVD 599.5 K
2010
Kids @discovery. Baby animals! [videorecording].
25 feet long and 16,000 lbs heavy, the world's largest animal baby, the blue whale, isn't your typical
newborn. See how humans raised a baby wallaby, and discover the world's largest rodent, which is
oddly classified as a fish. Learn about gorilla pregnancy patterns, an elephant orphanage and the rare
tree kangaroo.

J DVD 599.75 K
2010
Kids @ discovery. Claws! [videorecording] / Exploration Production, Inc.
Felines have been among the world's top predators for approximately forty million years. Discover the
different methods of hunting, and how cats use their fur as camouflage for protection. Lions, cougars,
jaguars, pumas, and domesticated cats are part of the all-cat cast in this feline episode.
J DVD 599.88 K
2010
Kids @ discovery. Going ape! [videorecording] / Exploration Production, Inc.
Gorillas, orangutans, and chimpanzees, the great apes, are human's closest biological relation in the
animal world. Ninety-eight percent of the genetic makeup of chimpanzees is the same as that of
humans. Take a look at mating and behavioral patterns of these apes.
J DVD 611 K
2010
Kids @ Discovery. The bod! [videorecording] / Exploration Production, Inc.
Did you know that humans are composed of stardust? Find out why we have specific attitudes,
feelings, and behaviors. From head to toe the viewer is informed on how the human body is
constructed and how it operates.
J DVD 921 B433
2005
Alexander Graham Bell [videorecording] / Nest Entertainment and Rich Animation Studios; directed
by Richard Rich; produced by Richard Rich, Jared F. Brown; screenplay, Brian Nissen.
Animated biography of Alexander Graham Bell. Portrays how Bell's work in creating a device to
amplify sound for the deaf lead to his landmark invention of the telephone.
J DVD 921 B799
2006
William Bradford [videorecording] : the first Thanksgiving / NEST Family Entertainment and Rich
Animation Studios.
Animated biography of William Bradford, the leader of the Pilgrims at Plymouth, and the founder of
Thanksgiving.
J DVD 921 C726
2005
Christopher Columbus [videorecording] / Nest Complete Learning System.
While the whole world sailed east on the path to find China, Colmbus believed it could be reached in
two weeks ... by sailing west! Finally, after securing the support of Queen Isabella of Spain,
Columbus set sail. After three weeks of sailing and no sight of land, his crew threatened mutiny. At
the moment when all seemed lost and Columbus considered turning back, land was discovered.
Columbus realized his dream and America was discovered.
J DVD 921 G158
2005
Galileo [videorecording] / NEST Family Entertainment and Rich Animation Studios; directed by
Richard Rich; produced by Richard Rich, Jared F. Brown; screenplay, Brian Nissen.
Animated biography of Galileo.
J DVD 921 L5818
2005
Leonardo da Vinci [videorecording] / NEST Family Entertainment and Rich Animation Studios;
directed by Richard Rich; produced by Richard Rich, Jared F. Brown; screenplay, Brian Nissen.
Animated biography of Leonardo da Vinci, master painter, celebrated artist, and brilliant inventor.
J DVD 921 L736
2005
Abraham Lincoln [videorecording] / NEST Family Entertainment; directed by Richard Rich.
Animated biography. A century ago, only one man stood in the way of the disintegration of the United
States of America -- and he was a gangly, storytelling country lawyer from Illinois with no political
experience at the national level. And yet by the sheer force of his will and his uncompromising stand
on critical issues, Abraham Lincoln not only saved the nation but carved out an immortal place in
world history. This fascinating story inspires viewers with the life of America's most beloved president.
A terrific way to teach a child this story of God's faithfulness. DVD includes a Sing-A-Long Music
Video! - Publisher.

J DVD 921 P2914
2005
Louis Pasteur [videorecording] / NEST Family Entertainment and Rich Animation Studios; directed by
Richard Rich; produced by Richard Rich, Jared F. Brown; screenplay, Brian Nissen.
Animated biography of Louis Pasteur.
J DVD 921 P782
2005
Marco Polo [videorecording] / Nest Entertainment and Richard Rich Animator; directed by Richard
Rich; produced by Richard Rich, Jared F. Brown; executive producers, Seldon O. Young, K. Douglas
Martin; screenplay, Brian Nissen.
An animated biography of Marco Polo. Shows a life of this Venetian explorer focusing on the
highlights of his travels to India, China and other many exotic lands in the thirteenth-century.
J DVD 921 T885
2005
Harriet Tubman [videorecording] / NEST Family Entertainment.
Animated biography of Harriet Tubman as a DVD storybook.
J DVD 921 W318
2005
George Washington [videorecording] / NEST Family Entertainment and Rich Animation Studios.
Animated biography of George Washingtin.
J DVD 921 W952
2005
The Wright brothers [videorecording] / NEST Family Entertainment and Rich Animation Studios;
produced & directed by Richard Rich; screenplay, Brian Nissen.
Animated biography of the Wright brothers, two men who ignored all those who said it couldn't be
done and became the first to manage powered flight.
J DVD ADVE
2008
Adventures from the book of virtues [videorecording] : the box set / produced by PorchLight
Entertainment in association with KCET.
Illustrates the virtues of honesty, respect, and humility through stories from legend, fairy tales and
Greek mythology, including George Washington and the cherry tree, the frog prince, The Indian
Cinderella, a European folktale of diamonds and toads, the bell of Atri, the emperor's new clothes,
and Phaeton.
J DVD BARN
2003
Barney's read with me, dance with me [videorecording] / [Barney & Friends Home Video and Barney
Home Video].
Barney and friends are having a book drive and discover that reading helps their imaginations grow.
Then, when old friend Min dances onto the scene, Barney and the kids get a chance to show off their
talents. Learn about storybooks, music and dancing, creativity and pretend play.
J DVD BERE
2012
The Berenstain Bears. Spooky stories [videorecording] / director, Gary Hurst; producer, Jan
Berenstain, Stan Berenstain.
Brother and Sister avoid Widder Jone's house while trick or treating because neihgborhood lore has
it that she is a with. Mama knows better and tells the cubs what a sweet person she is.
J DVD FRAN
2000
Franklin. Franklin and the green knight [videorecording]: the movie / directed by John Van Bruggen.
J DVD FRAN
2010
Franklin. Franklin goes to camp [videorecording] / a Nelvana Limited production; Kaboom
Entertainment Inc.; director, Gary Hurst.
Franklin likes to be center stage. When it comes to clowning around, Franklin can get laughs like no
one else, especially from his best friend Bear. However, at Day Camp, Fox begins stealing the show
and it begins to look like Bear is Fox's biggest fan. Franklin becomes determined to regain the
spotlight and his audience.

J DVD FRAN
2009
Franklin. Franklin's Halloween [videorecording] / KaBOOM Kids!; Nelvana Limited.
"Everyone creates costumes for the big party that will end with a walk through [of] Mr. Mole's haunted
house -alone! Everyone knows Franklin's best friend Bear is the bravest of them all, but the big
question is who's going to be the scaredy-cat. Franklin has a secreet fear that it will be him."-Container.
J DVD SINB
2003
Sinbad, legend of the seven seas [videorecording] / DreamWorks SKG; producers, Jeffrey
Katzenberg, Mireille Soria; writer, John Logan; directors, Patrick Gilmore, Tim Johnson.
Sinbad, a daring and notorious rogue, has spent his life sailing the seven seas asking for trouble.
Now he had been framed for stealing a priceless and powerful treasure - the Book of Peace. Sinbad
has on chance to find, then return the precious book, and battle the Goddess of Chaos or his best
friend Proteus will die.

